
10 Super-Effective Facebook
Ads for Politicians

Use these ads to build your email list,
engage your supporters  
and raise more money!



1) Surveys
Surveys are a great way to engage your audience and build your email list. This

survey ad from Republican Senate Candidate Marsha Blackburn works
because it focuses on a hot-button issue that appeals to her supporter base.

She knows that her supporters have passionate feelings about the media
coverage of Donald Trump, and they are likely to engage with this survey. 

*If you can create survey posts around controversial issues that your
target audience is passionate about, you will be able to substantially

grow your email list. You can also use their survey responses to
effectively retarget them with email ads later on.*



2) Video Introductions
In this ad, Leader of the Conservative Party of Canada Andrew Scheer

introduces us to his family, and explains why he chose to get involved in
politics. Videos are a great way to introduce yourself to your target audience
and increase your brand awareness. These ads can be used to attract new

supporters, and to solidify your relationship with your existing supporter base. 

*When creating a video introduction ad, it is important to immediately
establish yourself as an authority - someone who is worth listening
to. The remainder of the video should focus on building a trusting
relationship with your audience. Your video should be roughly 30

seconds long, although it can be longer if it is particularly
entertaining or provides something of substantial value.*



3) Going Live!

Using Facebook Live is a very effective way to actively engage your audience.
In this example, Democratic Senate Candidate Beto O’Rourke broadcasts from
his fundraising event Bands with Beto! This enables his supporters who were
not there to see what they were missing out on, and promotes Beto O’Rourke
and the event to people who may not have been aware that it was happening.

*Broadcasting live from a campaign event is a great way to show you
are engaged in your community, and build your relationship with

your audience.* 



4) Contests
Who doesn’t like winning things? Holding a contest offering something of value

to your audience is an excellent way to build your email list. In this ad,
Democratic Senate Candidate Bob Casey is offering his audience a chance to
win a trip for 2 to Pittsburgh to spend the weekend with himself and Joe Biden.

*If you offer your supporters a chance to win something great, they
are very likely to be willing to give you their email address. Contest

ads can also be leveraged to promote sharing, by offering additional
entries to people who share the contest with their friends.* 



5) Demographic Targeting
Knowing your target audience is always important. The more specific your

advertisement is to your audience, the more likely it is to engage them. In this
ad from Republican Senate Candidate Dean Heller, he is appealing to Hispanic

voters by expressing his gratitude for the support of Hispanic small business
owners. There is no call to action in the ad, but it is effective in helping to build a

trusting relationship within a specific demographic group.

*Combining demographic targeting with testimonials from prominent
people within that demographic is a particularly effective technique.* 



6) Simple Sign Up
More often than not, simplicity works best. This ad from Canadian Prime

Minister Justin Trudeau is a great example.

*Asking your supporters to add their name to show their
support is a simple and effective way to expand your email list.* 



7) Yes or No Vote
Another ad type that thrives on simplicity, a yes or no vote will have high

engagement and help you build your email list. This ad from Republican Senate
Candidate Martha McSally asks a yes or no question about a polarizing issue -

should we build the border wall? The people who answer “Yes” can be
retargeted with pro-border wall email advertisements

*Use these simple yes or no vote advertisements to grow your email
list and successfully retarget supporters in the future.* 



8) Location-Based 
Event Invitations

Event invitation ads should generate excitement around and encourage people
to attend. Republican Senate Candidate Ted Cruz was running several copies
of this ad for similar events in every community he was visiting. With Facebook
ad location targeting, this is a powerful method to engage specific communities.
Supporters in Llano County (population only ~ 19,000) would be excited to see

that an advertisement is specifically targeting their event.

*Use location targeting with your event ads to ensure that you are
reaching the right audience.* 



9) Policy Based
This ad from New Brunswick Premier Brian Gallant demonstrates how to

effectively use policy to engage your audience. He makes us aware of the
problem - emergency room wait times - and offers a clear solution to the

problem - creating five non-urgent care centres across the province.

*Policy-based ads work best when they are short and to the point.
Choose a policy issue that you know concerns a large number of

your constituents, and offer a simple solution that is easily
understood.* 



10) Fundraiser
Fundraising advertisements need to capture the attention of your audience and
convince them that your cause is worth donating their hard earned money. This

ad from Donald Trump is effective because it conveys a sense of urgency. If
your ad allows people to simply scroll past and say “I’ll think about it, and

maybe donate later,” the odds are good that they will never return to make that
donation.

*Your fundraising ads will be work best if they demand action now. If
possible, donation matching provides a significant boost to convince

supporters who are still on the fence.* 


